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Color esperanza 
Una gotita de tu amor 
Quisiera 
Por ti yo iré 
Conmigo siempre 
Sueños 
Que no me pierda 
Si tu te vas 
Alegría 
Perdidos en la noche 
No me olvides 
Soy de la gente 
A través del tiempo
  Personnel includes:   Diego Torres (vocals);   Cachorro Lopez (arranger, guitar, bass,
programming);   Jose Luis Pagan (acoustic guitar);  Andres Canola (electric guitar);   Dyan
Abad (guitar);   Rolfi Calahorrano (saxophone, Rhodes piano);   Ed Calle (saxophone);  
Richard Nant (trumpet, flugelhorn);   Tony Concepcion (trumpet);   Dana Taboe (trombone);  
Sebastian Schon (piano, Rhodes piano, programming);   Anye Bao, Lee Levin (drums);   Joselin
Vargas (cajon);   Richard Bravo (shaker, percussion);   Nicolas Arnicho (percussion);   Celsa M.
Gowland, Trini Batista (background vocals).    

 

  

On UN MUNDO DIFERENTE, Diego Torres delivers an energetic blend of sharply melodic pop
songcraft and traditional Latin dance rhythms that should appeal to a wide cross section of
contemporary music fans. On the best tracks, the Argentine actor/singer/heartthrob wisely
avoids the cheesy, overly synthesized production values that plague the work of many of his
contemporaries, instead favoring a super smooth sound that's tempered with markedly organic
instrumental flourishes. Though UN MUNDO DIFERENTE seems to borrow equally from '60s
Brazilian music and '80s Los Angeles hit makers like Christopher Cross, the closest touchstone
for comparison is perhaps the best early work of the Miami Sound Machine. Like the vocals of
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Cross and Gloria Estefan, Torres's voice possesses a subtle melancholy that gives even his
slickest work a slightly dark undercurrent and makes UN MUNDO DIFERENTE a deeply
satisfying listen. UN MUNDO DIFERENTE was nominated for the 2003 Grammy Awards for
Best Latin Pop Album. ---cduniverse
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